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using is Facebook that announcement the be to has world online the in week the of news big Theدارین که بخواین از برجا ترا نشون بدین

its soon-to-be-opened data center in Illinois to store user data and data from other companies. And all of this is done in a state
with very strict data privacy laws. The social network — which, as you know, is owned by an Irish company, with sales that are
mostly in Europe — announced that it is opening the massive data center in the town of Rochelle, in the northeast corner of the

state. The company says that it is “home to more than 1,000 servers that will support our businesses and help us continue to
improve Facebook.” But, the emphasis is on the last word. That’s because the town itself can’t build the data center. It was built
by the US Army, and it has been there for over 40 years. Rochelle, along with about 20 other towns in the area, has been trying

to get the site shut down for years, because the Army hasn’t been charging them a dime for rent — in fact, they haven’t been
paying any rent for 40 years, and have also received payment from Facebook for the “use” of the data center. In fact, the local
newspapers have pointed out that the town itself actually needs to pay back the Army, and so far, the town doesn’t appear to be

able to get the federal government to back them up. On Wednesday, Mayor Laura Shaver told the newspapers that she hopes the
move “opens up a dialogue” on the issue and that 82157476af
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